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Abstract

It is generally accepted that the main function of language is as an instrument tbr expressing thoughts and
culture. Therefore, it is argued that. rvhen Indonesian speakers are communicatin-e in English- they will
communicate reflecting Indonesian cultural norms and values. They are not expected to communicate in
English using English native speakers' cultural norms and values. In line r.vith this argument. English as an
international lan-euage is understood as diversities reflecting different cultural norms of people coming from
ethnicities when they communicate in English. It is alsoiargued that English teaching should be based on
local cultural norms and values. The local cultural norms',ttrd values themselves need to be identified and
mapped for teaching purposes. Besides, Students should also be taught to be arvare of the existence of
cultural differences when communicating in English lvith people from different ethnicities. This article also
reviews cultural dimensions and patterns of communication of people from 'East' and 'West'.

Keywords: cultural norrns, culture, local cultural norms. ELT

Introduction
To begin with, it is rvorthrvhile to present a number of basic principles very briefiy r.vhich have been

generally accepted. The three basic principles are: the concept of culture. the main functions of language,
and English as an international language.

Culture has been understood differently. In a broad sense, culture can be seen to encompass art,
music, literature, scientific discoveries, and philosophy (Herskovits 1955; Allen and Vallete 1977). McCarthy
and Carter (1994) define culture in three different ways. First. culture rvith a capital C relers to the most
prestigious artistic achievements of a society and includes art, music. theatsr and literature. Second, culture
with a small c refers to habits, customs- and social behavior. Third. culture as social discourse refers to
knowing how to interact. Brislin defines culture as consisting of "ideas, values. and assumptions about life
that are widely shared among people and that guide specific behavior" (1993- p.4). the definition of culture
that is considered most relevant to the present discussion comes from Shen (1995) r.vho defines it in terms of
behavior pattems, horv people act in different situations, and horv they use language to express their ideas.
People from different cultuial background, according to Wierzbicka 0994), have different speech styles and
communication patterns reflecting their cultural norms and values. People from different cultural
backgrounds have their own communication pattems. Zhu (2014) also stated that different cultures have
different values and beliefs r'vhich influence the rvay people behave and communicate. The patterns of
communication from different ethnic groups need to be described (Hymes. 1914:.446).

- Another basic principle to be bear in mind is the function of langua-ee. The main function of
language is as a tool to express thoughts and culture in communication- Cameron (1997) stated that the
'language reflects society account' suggests that social structures exist before language. Therefore. language
should be treated as part of the social phenomena. Further- Cameron (1997) believed that speakers use
language to express their social identity in term of group norms at both macro and micro levels.

The third basic principle is the meaning of English as an international language. English as an
international language means variations. Speakers rvho come from diff-erent linguistic and cultural
backgrounds use English differently reflecting their unique speech styles and cultural norrns. It cannot be
denied English titl be used difl'erentty by dif{erent people from different cultural backgrounds both in
speech styles and cultural values attached to it. Such diiTerences make English become an international
language. It is, therefbre- argued that English'uvill not be regalded as an international language when all
people speak like native speakers of English and use Anglo Saxon cultural norms. English is used to express
thoughts and cultures o1- speakers rvho come fiom dilferent ethnic groups. Therefbre- Speakers from
lndonesia. fbrexample. u'hen communicating in English r,ill bring their Indonesia speech styles and cultural
norms. They do not speak English. in term of speech styles. like native speakers. Thel will use Indonesian
cultural norms and values r.r,hen communicatin-e in En-elish.

The fact shorvs that the number o1'non-native speakers ol English exceeds the number of English
native speakers. Honna (1998) reporled that in Asia- more than 350 million people speak English for various
purposes, a number that is more than the combined population of United States, Britain. Canada, and
Australia where English is a native tongue for many citizens. Most non-native speakers of English
communicate in English with other non-native speakers. Indonesians might use English to communicate with
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Thais. Vietnamese, Koreans- Japanese. Cambodians. or Egyptians. Let non-native speakers rellect their
cultural norms and values ,'vhen communicating in English. It is agreeable what Hcnna ( 1998) has stared that
the spread of English in Asia does not necessarily represent the transplantation oiAmerican English. British
English- or any other native speaker English in the region. Honna further argued that English in Asia is being
increasingly de-Anglo-Americanized, and that ner.v varieties of English are being established to ref'lect Asian
u'ays of life.

Culture and lts Dimensions
The continuum of individualism-collectivism is a ma.iol dimension of cultural variability (Hotitede

1980; Hui and Triandis 1986; Gundykunst et al. 1988). Hui and Triandis (1986) assert that when there is a
majority of collectivism in a society, the society is labeled collectivist, and similarly, when a majority of
people in a society are individualists, the society is labeled individualists.

Numerous definitions exist of these two cu)lural variables. Hofstede and Bond propose that, in
collectivistic cultures, "people belong to ingroups wh:ch are supposed to look after them in exchange lor
Ioyalty", rvhile in individualistic cultures, "people are supposed to look after themselves and their immediate
family only" (198a:419). According to Gundykunst et al (1988) in individualistic cultures, emphasis is
placed on individuals' goals, while in collectivistic cultures, emphasis is placed on groups' goals.

In comparing individualism and collectivism, Hui and Triandis (1986) identify five different
€xtreme positions. First. people from individualistic cultures operate on the basis of personal gain- while in a
collectivistic society, people consider the implications of their actions for the group. Collectivistic share both
the successes or the failures of others. Second. in a collectivistic culture, giving and borrowing are common.
Third, collectivists believe that a person's misbehavior is a disgrace to the family. relatives, or entire clan,
while in individualistic cultures, a person's misbehavior is a disgrace to the person him/herself.-Fourth,
collectivists are concerned rvith gaining acceptance by the group. They feel ashamed ifthe,v are rejeited from
the group. People from individualistic cultures, on the other hand- do not care about group membership.
Fifth, collectivists are actively involved in other peoples' Iives. For example, parents are involved in their
children's choice offriends, studies-jobs. places to live, and so on. In individualistic cultures, people are not
much involved in other peoples' lives. They believe it is not their business.

Jin and Cortazzi (1998) draw three contrasts betrveen individualism-collectivism: social distance.
psychological distance. and academic distance as shown in Table I belorv.

Table 1

vt sm vlsm ln
AsDects Comoared Individualism Collectivism

Social Distance Asking fcrr help
Resoect for orivacv

'Expecting offbrs of help
C)fferins heln

Psychological Distance - Aggression
- Not afraid of losins face

Tolerance
Caring for face

Academic Distance - Active involvement
- Alternative solution
- Critical evaluation
- independence
- Speaker and Writer's

Resoonsibilitv

Passive participation
Single solution
Uncritical acceptance
Dependence
Listener and Reader's
Responsibility

Jin and Cortazzi (1998:109)

Jin and Cor"azzi provide an example of hou' Chinese students. as members of a collectivistic
society. ask tbr help. In Western academic culture, students a1e expected to request claritlcation if thel do not
understand. Teachers ofien ask questions like "Does anyone need help?". or said "Do ask me ifyou have a
problem." For most Chinese students, according to Jin and Cortazzi. this is embarrassing. because asking fbr
help means being a burden to others. They expect teachers to olfer help unasked. Therefore Western teachers
should be sensitive in identifoing Chinese students r.vho might need help. Jin and Cortazzi also compare
students' questions in u'estern and Chinese academic cultures. Most Western teachers believe that students
should ask questions as an indication of being an active participant. ln Chinese academic cultures. active
participation is not verbally shorvn in class, for example. students participate by asking questions afterrvards
or bl discussing rvith each other. Jin and Corlazzi explain the reasons uhl Chinese students do not ask
questions in class:

Many students explained their lack of questions vvith reference to ''face"- Thel did not want to
lose lace by asking foolish questions, nor by asking smart questions which may be interpreted by
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peers as shorving o11. To stand out in this rvay' is not in harmony rvith their collective beliefs (Jin
and Cortazzi I 998:1 06-7).

Although this researcher has no empirical research to support this argument. a similar situation may
also be found in Indonesian academic culture. At elementary and high school in lndonesia. in some
situations, r'vhenever anyone asked a question in class, they were regarded as mengambil muka (buttering
up). Students who asked too many questions in the class rvere classilled as tong kosong nyaring bunyinya
(empty cans producing loud sounds). So in order not to be called mengambil muka or tong kosong nyaring
bunyinya, students preferred not to ask questions in class. There is also a proverb in most cultures in
Indonesia saying that silence is gold.

A second continuum ofcultural variability classifies cultures lvithin the extremes oflow context and
high context. ln a high context culture, "most of the information is either in the physical context or
internalized in the person, while very little is in the coded, explicit part of the message". while in a low
context culture. "the nrass of information is vested in the explicit code" (Hall 1976,p.79). Hall also points out
iliat:

High context cultures make greater distinction between insiders and outsiders
than lorv context cultures do. People raised in High context systems expect
more-of others than do the participants in low context systems. When talking
about something that they have on their minds, a High context individual will
expect his or her interlocutor to know what's bothering him or her, so that he or
she does not have to be specific. The result is that he or she will talk around
and around the point. in effect putting all the pieces in place except the crucial
one (Hall 1976,p.98).

Gundykunst and Kim (1984) identify three major differences between high and low context
cultures. First, people from high context cultures see themselves as members of a group, while people from
low context cultures see themselves as individuals. Second, people from high context cultures use an indirect
method rvhen communicating. They expect listeners to know what they actually mean. Members of lorv
context cultures, on the other hand, commninicate directly. They believe it is their responsibility to be direct
and clear about rvhat they actually mean. Follorving Hinds' (1987) typology ofreader and rvriter responsible
languages (this will be discussed again later). it can be argued that members of low context cultures are
speaker responsible rvhile members of high context cultures are listener responsible. The third difference is
that members of high context cultures have a stronger interpersonal bond among them than those of lorv
context cultures. It is also argued that porver and status in high context cultures characterize interpersonal
communication. while in lor,v context cultures, pcwer and status are subtle and.indirect. Alwasilah compares
the Javanese and American cultures in terms of power and status as follows:

...it is possible to assume that in Javanese culture. as a high context culture, status and porver
are real, substantive- direct- based on hierarchy. This is the opposite phenomenon observed in the
U.S, rvhere status and power are more subtle. indirect- based on an egalitarian democratic social
structure. In such a social structure, individuals' rights are respected so that societl'would readily
tolerate individual typical social behaviors. Here sccial conformity is less required- On the other
hand- in Javanese culture such confbrmity is more required. because members of a hierarchy-
based and family-oriented societl, tend to establish strong bonds, commonalities- and harmony
(Alwasilah l99l : l9).

Hofstede (1980) labels countries such as America- Switzerland. Srveden, Great Britain. Australia,
and other European countries as lo\v context. u'hile most Asian countries, including Indonesia are labelled as

high context. Gundykunst er al. (1988) drarv the individualism-collectivism and high and low context
cultures together in arguing that a high context culture is mostly found in a collectivistic societ1,, rvhile a lorv
context culture is mostly tbund in an individualistic society. Hall (1976) also equates low context rvith
individualistic. and high context u'ith collectivistic. As u,e shall see, within this classiflcation- Indonesian
cultures are regarded as collectivistic and high conte\t cultures. u,hile most English native speakers'cultures
are individualistic and low conte\t cultures- We rvould. therefore. expect Indonesian speakers' behaviour
vrhen engaging in communication rvill reflect collectivistic and high context cultures. B,r the same token u'e
."vould expect English natir,e speakers' behaviour u,hen engaging in communication u,ill reflect
individualistic and lou' context cultures.

Inductive and Deductive Methods of Reasoning
One classification of methods of reasoning is inductive or deductive. Kirkpatrick defines the

deductive methods of argument as "a r.vay of reasoning that moves from a general idea or set of facts to a
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patticular idea or f-act." In conirast, thc inductive method is dellned as "a u'a) olreasoning in rvhich knorvn
l'acts are used to present general laws." Kirkpatrick turlher labels the deductive method as ''explicit- to the
point. and direct". and the inductive methods as "implicit- intuitive. or indirect" (1995:272).lt has also been
generally accepted that the inductive method of argument is preferred by Asians while the deductive method
is preferred by Westerners. For example, Kirkpatrick asserts that "there seemed to be consensus [among
Western scholars] that Asian reasoning was somehorv more indirect than'Western' and that Asian reasoning
pret-erred the use of inductive or analogical argument" (1995:291). Tyler and Davies (1990) analyzed
interaction patterns betrveen a Korean teaching assistant rvith his American students. They tbund that the
Korean teacher developed his topic by explaining small pieces of information. This approach. according to
Kirkpatrick (1995), is not expected by the American students because they would expect the teacher to
develop the topic by providing a general statement first. Samovar and Porter (1991) also put forrvard a
similar argument claiming that most Koreans use the inductive method of argument r.vhile most North
Americans use tile deductive method. Scollon and Scollon (1995) remind us that cultures and preferences
change and point.sut Western speakers or writers once preferred to use inductive method of argument. They
suggest that the preference for the deductive method or "CBS (Clarity. Brevity, Sincerity) style" began only

" in the seventeenth century.
' However, Scollon and Scollon (1991:1 13) also use the term "inductive" and "deductive" to describe

the ways 'Asian' and 'Westemers' develop conversations. In a study of small talk sequence structure,
Scollon and Scollon (1991) identified that Asians tend to defer the topic until after a considerable period of
talk and that they follow a call-answer-facework-{topic} pattern, while westerners introduce the topic early
at the beginning of the talk and follow a call-answer-topic pafiern.

In their study of Chinese conversation pattems in Tairvan, Scollon and Scollon (1995) identified a
difference between the Taiwanese and the Western patterns as being in use of facetrork. They argue that they
delay of the introduction of topic in Asian discourse is due to the cultural structuring of situations and
participant roles. Hierarchy in relationships is more observable in Asia than it is the rvest. For example- in
interaction people will bear in mind'"vho is older and rvho is younger, who is in a higher position and rvho is
in a lorver position. The rule is, with regard to the introduction of the topic. the older person in the higher
position has right to introduce the t'opic. This is in contrast to Western discourse u'here the person rvho
speaks first (the caller), introduces the topic.

Gundykunts et al. (1988) made a similar point when suggesting that a direct.communicative style
characterizes an individualistic society and then an indirect communicative stlle characterizes a collectivistic
society. It is therefore hypothesized that the method of argument used by Indonesians. as apart of an Asian
and collectivistic community, rvill tend to use an inductive style. rvhile English native speakers or
'westemers', will prefer to use a deductive method of reasoning.

The direct-indirect communicative style refers to the degree of speakers' explicitness in their verbal
communication (Gundykunst et al. 1988). The direct style is defined as "verbal messages that embody and
invoke speakers'true intentions in terms oftheir rvants, needs, and desire in the discourse process". and the
direct style. in contrast, is referred to "verbal messages that camouflage and conceal speakers' true intentions
in terms of their wants, needs, and goals in the discourse situation" (Gund1.'kunst et al. 1988:100). The
follo'"vin-e is an example of an indirect communication style used b1, an lndonesian in responding to a
question regarding exit-permit approval procedures. This Indonesian is a student who is studying in Perth
and plans to return to Indonesia during the sgmester break. He asked other Indonesian students rvhat he
should do to ensure that his exit-permit rvould be processed quickll by the lndonesian Foreign Affairs in
Jakarta. One of the Indonesian Students. rvho r.vorks for the department of Religious Affairs. suggested:

karena kebetulan kantor sa.v-a berhadapan dengan Deparlemen Luar Negri. Mungkin kau'an-
kawan dari luar Jakarta tidak bisa mengurus exit-permit dalam satu hari. Ada beberapa staf di
Departemen Agama yang bisa menolong. Tapi sa,v*a kira juga harus ada saling pengertian. karena
menyangkut extra-hour. (Hppia mailin_e list 26 Nov. 1999).

English Iranslation:
(Because) my office happens to be just opposite the Deparlment of Foreign Aflairs. those coming
from outside Jakana. probabll'cannot arrange for the exit-permit in one dav. There are stall'at the
Department of Religious All-airs r,r'ho can ofter help but I think there should be mutual
understanding because it is related to extra hours.

What he wanted to say b1' "but I think there should be mutual understanding because it is related to
extra hours" is that you r.r,ill need to reward the person vr'ho helps ,vou. Another exar,rple ol an indirect
communicative style in lndonesia is provided bl Alrvasilah (1991) rvho quotes an American journalist's
comments about when he was waiting fbr an ansu,er fiom Indonesia offlcials to his request to visit East
Timor.
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I made mv request through both olficial and unolilcial channels. Everyone I asked \.vas most
pleasant, and said, in effect "why, sure, there shouldn't be any problem, but it would have to be
officially approved. " When will that approval come? "The minister in charge of the matter is out
ol torvn." Or "The people rvho can make the final decision w.ill meet tomorrow." Or "Call on
Friday- w'e should know then." Or "Call rvhen you come back from your trip to Sumatra." For trvo
months I was never told that I could not visit East Timor, that my request had been denied. It lvas
just never granted. The closest to a "no" I never heard rvas "not yet", rvhich is probably the most
frequent answer to any question in Indonesia. (The New Yorker 6 June 1988, p.49)

For most Indonesians to give a straight "no" to an offer ol' a request is considered impolite. Suseno
(1996) points out that Javanese never say mboten (no) in relusing a request or an ofl'er. When they want to
refuse the request or the ot-fer, they will choose to use a polite inggih (yes). So when speaking to a Javanese,
one should be careful in translating the inggih as it could mean "yes" or "no" similar observations have also
been identified in Korean-speaking communities, where Koreans rarely make negative responses,such as
c;no-i:, "l agree rvith you", or "l can't do it." They prefer to use expressions such as "l agree with gqu in
principle...", or "sympathize with you..." (Park 1979:88). The indirect communicative style has also been
identified in Japanese-speaking communities. Okabe identified that Americans used explicit words such as

"absolutely", "certainly", and "positively", while Japanese used lels explicit words such as "maybe",
"perhaps", and "Probably" (1993:36). Kartriel (1986) examined the speech styles of Israelis and Arab
speakers and found that Israelis used "straight talk" or "tough talk" style, but labelled the Arab speaker's
speech style as "sweet talk". Katriel borrowed the terms tough talk, and sweet talk from Gibson (1996) who
defined the terms as follows:

The Tough Talker is a man or woman dramatized as centrally concerned with himself or herself.
His or her style is l-talk. The Sweet Talker goes out of his or her way to be nice to us- His or her
style is you+alk. The Stuffy Talker expresses no concern either for himself or for herself. His or
her style is it-talk. (p.x)
Linked to the underlying concepts of inductive-deductive methods of reasoning or direct-indirect

speech styles, Hinds (1987) distinguishes speakers from different language backgrounds as writer or
speaker responsible, or reader or hearer responsible. In English culture, it is the responsibility ol the
speaker to be clear. This reflected in the follorving aphorisrn:

Tell'em rvhat you're 
-eoing to tell'em- tell'em, then tell'em what you told'em (Hinds 1987), p.la{.

A review of these studies strongly indicates that, firstly, cultures are classified into two major
dimensions: individualism and collectivism, and low and high context cultures. In this context, Indonesians
are grouped into a collectivism and high context culture society. Next, Asians prefer inductive or indirect
methods of reasoning while Westerners prefer deductive or direct rnethods.

Local Culture, Foreign Culture, and Academic Culture
In context of English language teaching. it is argued that culture is classified into local culture,

foreign culture, and academic culture. Local culture means the cultural norms of the people who learn
En-elish. In context of students lvho are learning English in Indonesia- for example, the local culture is the
students' cultural norms depending upon their ethnicity. lf the students are from West Sumatra, their local
cultural norms will be Minangkabau norms. If the students are fiom East and Central Java, their cultural
norms rvill be Javanese norms. Similarly, when the students are from North Sumatra. their local cultural
norms u'ill be Batakese norms.

Foreign cultural norms are considered to be all other cultural norms which do not belong to local
cultural values of the students. These can be target language cultures or other cultures of different ethnic
groups across the globe. For students u,ho are learning English in Indonesia. the target language cultures
such as British- American, Canadian. Nelv Zealand- or Australian cultural norms are all regarded as foreign
cultures. Other cultural norms or values of people from diff'erent ethnicities are also considered to be foreign
cultures. The cultures of people fiom Vietnam, Thailand. Japan. Poland. Russia. Peru, Egypt. or Uganda are
also considered to be fbreign cultures for students learning English in Indonesia.

The third type of culture is called academic culture. Academic culture has its own rules or
conventions. In academic culture, tbr example. students are urged to communicate clearly, efficiently.
logicallv. and communicativel)'. When rvriting a good paragraph- fbr erample. students are asked to rvrite
the topic sentence explicitll' and clearly'. It is preferable rvhen the topic sentence is r.vritten as the first
sentence ol the paragraph. Other sentences in the paragraph should be related to the topic sentence. Such
lbrmat of developing a good paragraph is an example of an academic cultule. Another example of academic
culture is that rvhen students are asked to give a presentation. thel, are urged to introduce the topic of the
presentation early. When the presentation is long, the speaker should mention early at the beginning how the
presentation is going to be developed. People coming from different cultural backgrounds (individualistic or
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collectivistic- high context or lo,,r' context) u'hen thel come to academic lif'e. they should follo,,v academic
cultural norms.

It is presented belorv a number of examples of language functions reflected local cultural norms
which should be taken into account r.vhen teaching English. The first example is the sequence structure of
questions asked by students in class academic seminar discussions. The example is taken liom a research
finding conducted by Rusdi (2000).

( I ) Assalamu'alaikum rvarrahmatullahi wabarakatuh.(2) Terimakasih moderator yang telah
memberikan kesempatan kepada sa1,a. (3) Tadi saudara penyaji mengatakan bahwa bangsa lndonesia
bisa belajar teknologi kepada bangsa Barat. (4) Dan juga dikemukakan bahwa terdapat dampak
negatif dari proses westernisasi. (5) Menurut pendapat saya, banyak keuntungan yang bisa kita
dapatkan kalau berhubungan dengan bangsa Barat. (6) Kita perlu belajar satu sama lain. (7) Seperti di
dalam kelas ini kita belajar satu sama lain. (8) Bangsa Barat juga perlu belajar kepada kita. (9-19) ....
(20) Jadi yang ingin saya tanyakan adalah... (21) Westernisasi yang bagaimana yang tidii baik atau
yang memberi dampak negatif itu? (22) Terima kasih. (23) Assalamu'alaikum warrai,rnatullahi
wabarakatuh.

English lranslation
(l) Assalamu'alaikum warrahmatullahi rvabarakatuh.(2) Thank you moderator that has given a
chance to me. (3) Just now, the presenter said that Indonesian people may leam technology from
people from the West. (4) And also said that there were negative impact of westemitation. (5) In my
opinion, there are many advantages of having cooperation with the people from the West. (6) We
need to learn from each other. (7) Just like in the class rve need each other. (8) People from the West
also need to learn from us. (9-19).... (20) So, what I rvould like to ask is.... (21) Which
Westernitation which is not considered good ot that gives negative impacts? (22) Thank you. (23)
Assalamu'alaikum warrahmatullahi wabarakatuh.

The sequencing pattern ofthis question corpus. labelled from functional role ofutterances, is:
Moslemgreeting(l)

J

Thanking(2)

J
Summarizine presenter's argument (3-4)

J
Giving opini<in (6-19)

t
Signalling (to ask the question) (20)

J

Askirtg the question (21)
I

Closing (22-23)

Such example is the most frequentl.v" used pattern of questions in class seminar discussion. In some occasions-
the question to be asked is not explicitll' stated. If'this happens- the moderator rryill interrupt the person and
ask for the question to be asked explicitly. The researcher concludes that the sequencing pattem ofquestions
asked by students in class seminar discussion follou the moslen greelingthanking-suntmari;ing-giving
opinion-signatting-{asking the question,t-closing pattern. The 1...} bracket symbol means optional condition-
the question might be stated explicitly or might not be stated. Horvever. the pattern can not be concluded to
be representing the students throughout Indonesia 1et. because the colpora ofquestions r,vere only taken from
one higher institution in lndonesia. 'IKIP' Padang. The maiority of students u,ere from West Sumatra r.r,ith
Minangkabau cultural background. More data need to be obtained representing students from different
cultural backrounds in Indonesia. Hor'r'ever. it is algued that much similar pattern rvill be practised because
b1'most ethnic groups in lndonesia because they come under the umblella olcollectivism cultural dimension.
As rnentioned earlier. collectivist societl uhen comnrunicating tend to be indirect. implicit- polite (high
context). To some extent. this question pattern supporls Scollon and Scollon's argument where Asians tend to
delay the introduction of topic tor.vard the end of talk. As seen from the question pattern, the the leal question
is introduced torvard the end ol the question corpus. The question comprises ol 23 utterances. The real
question, utterance (21), is preceded by 20 other utterances. and lbllorved by tu,o closing utterances (22-23,).

In similar academic context. Rusdi (2000) also identified the sequencing structural pattems of
questions asked by Australian students in class seminar discussion. The overall pattems follow the specific
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questio,T pattern. When asking questions, the questionners ask specific questions directly. The tbllorving is a
typical example of questions asked. The question was asked during a class discussion. The topic discussed
\vas Communi.cation Disorder. There was no moderator to rule out the discussion session in Australian
academic settings, like commonly found in Indonesian students' class discussion sessions. After the presenter
ends the presentation, one student srtightforwardly asked the following question:

.4re there anv e who are stutlerers? Anyone knows of people who are stutlerers?

The question is not preceded by salutation or thanking expressions. Nor the questionner gives personal
opinions belbre asking the question. The questionner does not give closing remarks to end the question. The
stark difference will be seen when the two sequencing pattern is compared as presented below.

Sequencing Pattern of Questions Askerl by Indonesian
and Australian Students in Class Dlscussions

Moslem greeting

J
Thanking

t
Summarizing presenter' s argument

J
Giving opinion

J
Signalling (to ask the question)

I
{Asking the qttestion}

I
Closing (22-23)

More studies need to be carried out in order to find out the communication patterns of Indonesian
people from different ethnicities and cultural background. In my opinion, lve have been rich in having
linguistic data of lan-e,uages in Indonesia, but we do not have rich data of communication pattems of different
ethnic groups in Indonesia yet. If English teaching should be based on local cultural values and norrns,
because it is believed that language. including English, is only used to express thoughts and cultural norms
and values. then information on norms or patterns of horv different ethnicity communicate becomes crucial.

Another example is in giving and responding to compliments. The way people compliment others
also differs cross culturally. Consider the follorving three examples (Wolfson, 1995) of compliments of
speakers from three different cultural backgrounds.

l) Indonesian
Speaker: You have bought a ser.ving machine. How much does it cost?

Addressee: Oh, it is cheap. It is a used one. My u'ife needs it badly.

3) Japanese

Speaker: The hat is really good. Did you buy it in Nerv York?

Addressee: No. it is old. There is something rvrong rvith the scrap.

4). Engli sh

Speaker I really like your hair like that.

Addressee Oh, thank you. I am happy you like it
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She is like the moon and she has beautilul eyes.

Whele is the soil compared with the star.
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Dillerences can be observed from the u'av of the tbur speakers in giving and responding to
compliments. Buying a ne\\' sewing machine rewards to be complimented in Indonesia, v'.,hile it might not be
object of compliment by English speakers. For some people in Indonesia the affordability to buy a new
thing. sewing machine, is considered to be accomplishment. Theretbre. the person deserves to be
complimented. Most Arabic speakers express compliments using metaphoric expressions and proverbs. Most
Japanese speakers respond the compliments by dor,r,ngrading the object being complimented. These
examples show that speakers fi'om different cultural background have their olvn ways of communication
reflecting their cultural norms and rules.

Culture and the Teaching of English
English should be taught using local cultural norms and values. English is only an

instrument to express local cultural values. When students are communicating in English, they are
expected to bring their cultural norms and identity:. They do not have to bring English speakers'
cultural norms. English as an international language..means speakers from around the world speak
English reflecting different cultural norms and values. Indonesians will speak English reflecting
cultural norms and values practiced in Indonesia. Vietnamese will speak English using cultural
norms and values practiced in Vietnam. Japanese people will speak English using Japanese cultural
norms and values.

When people bring their cultural norms when speaking English, one should be aware of
differences they might encounter when engaging in conversation with people from different cultural
background. English teachers should explain to the students the differences that might be identified
of people from different cultural background communicate. When people have been aware of such
differences, they rvill not complain or express unhappiness when facing with norms which are
different from their cultural values. Questions such as: Horv old are you?, Where do you live?,
Have you got married?, or How many children have you got?, are considered too personal by
En-elish native speakers, but for most Indonesians. the questions are commonly used in order to be

. close in social relation. When native speakers of English are aware of such differences, they will
not get upset rvhen Indonesians might ask them these questions.

Information on cultural patterns of Indonesians in communication needs to be identified
and mapped. Research should be focused on this area. We need data, for example. the patterns of
speech acts and other language functions of Indonesians communicating in different communicative
settings. The data will be used for English teaching purposes. English teaching curriculum and
contents should be based on cultural norms and values oflndonesia. The need for scientific data of

- Indon'esian cuitural norms arrd values for teaching purposes is also in line the ner.vly 2013
curriculum which adopts scientific approach in the implementation of the curriculum.

Conclusions
It is concluded. firstly- each ethnic group has its or'vn cultural norms and values. These norms and

values are reflected in the rvay people from that ethnic group communicate because it is generally accepted
that language is used as an instrument to express thoughts and culture. Using similar argument. non-native
speakers of English should communicate in English using cultural norms and values of the non-native
speakers. This claim is also in line rvith the status ol English as an international language which is
understood as variations. Non-native speakers of En-elish throughout the world r.vill not communicate in
Engtish using English native speakers' cultural norms. Therefore. the contents of English teaching in
Indonesia should retlect Indonesian cultural norms and values. More studies need to be done in order to
identity and map the cultural norms and values of different ethnics in Indonesia. Secondly. students
throu-ehout the lvorld should be aware of the existence cultural diff'erences rvhen communicating with people
from different ethnic groups. Ar.vareness rvill result mutual understanding and end up ra'ith respecting each
other's cultural norms and values.
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